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EDITORIAL
EDITORIAL
In this fourth edition, we had the pleasure of
interviewing a great friend of the house.
Alex Leys, in addition to being a great artist, is
a restless mind to the fullest. He absorbs how
much knowledge comes across him, but the most
interesting thing is what he does with all that. Far
from being satisfied, he studies it, reinterprets it,
feeds his own gaze, and then returns it to the world,
delighting with unmissable talks, live on Instagram
and extremely enriching clinics, with the generosity
that characterizes him. He is one of the few solo
drummers in the world, a pride to have him among
us and a luxury to enjoy his art.
Also, we are very pleased to announce two great
additions to the staff of collaborators: Mailen Eliges
-from Tchá Degga Dá Argentina-, drummer and great
exponent of the national “marching drumming” that
will introduce us to that most interesting world; and
Walter Ariel Baum, with his enormous career and
so many books written by him, makes available his
knowledge of pedal techniques and other surprises
that will come later.
Welcome once again to Latin Drummers.
Juan Manuel Arena
@latin.drummers
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By Mailen Eliges
@maileneliges
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In these articles I am going to bring you a little closer to
the world of marching and rudimental percussion, sharing
information and exercises, and helping this percussive
community to grow.
@latin.drummers
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First thing’s first
Marching Drums, are a discipline born from rudimental
percussion, which commemorates the traditions of
military bands. The music bands are made up of brass
and percussion sections. On the percussion side, we
have the famous Drumline (which includes drums,
tenors, kick drums and marching cymbals), which
in larger formations, can also have a Front Ensemble
(which includes xylophones, marimbas, vibraphones,
orchestral timpani, glockenspiels , create them and
more). These bands perform in entertainment shows,
at halftime of American football games or in parades,
with the particularity that, in addition to playing their
instruments, the band moves to the tempo of the
@latin.drummers
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music creating figures (if you look at it from above),
which is why this is called “marching” by costume.

“...is born from
military bands
where the
different patterns
that played the
drums indicated
commands for the
troops, as well as
the tempo of the
march.”

Being a highly demanding discipline, there
are specific competitions called DCI (Drum Corp
International) and WGI (Winter Guard International). On a
more casual level, but no less interesting, there
are the Drumline Battle, which you may have
seen in the movie Drumline.

Now that we are in context, I would like to
clarify that rudimentary percussion is born
from military bands where the different
patterns that played the drums indicated
commands for the troops, as well as the
tempo of the march. For this very reason,
using Traditional Grip is part of the tradition: the drums
of War were hung on the side of the body, and this
was the only natural or comfortable way to grip
the drumsticks.
Over the years, and after many conventions from
different countries, the PAS (Percussive Arts Society) chose
40 of these patterns, known as the 40 essential
rudiments. Today, rudiments are still being created
that arise from infinite combinations, but out of these
40 essentials, they are called hybrid rudiments, of
which around 1000 are recorded.

@latin.drummers
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Enough History!
You will have noticed
that in Argentina
(and in most of Latin
America) little or
nothing is said about
this discipline. Perhaps
because it is born from
traditions and history
that are alien to us? I’m
not sure, but I do know
that when I wanted
to start studying
there were very few
people dedicated
to the subject, little
information and
absolutely no material in Spanish or instruments, and
it is a very different world! Their language is specific,
the surfaces of the heads are different, as well as the
size of the sticks and the techniques necessary
to play.
One of the most important ideas I got from Dr. John
Wooton is that there are endless possibilities with just
one drum. Imagine if you dominate this single pitch as
much as possible, what you could do on a drumset
... This phrase undoubtedly encouraged me to study
this new language, and I fell in love completely. And
not only its language: also its technical level, its
@latin.drummers
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high-tension drums that require developing other
muscles, and the level of detail and requirement
standardized by the DCI and WGI, all this showed me
that I could reach a new level (or several) within
my studies.
With this I want to encourage everyone to
“Marching Drums,
always continue investigating, to watch
are a discipline born videos and read books, to see that there
from rudimental
is always a new “ceiling” or universe
percussion, which of wisdom and that inspiration when
commemorates the studying can be in many different places.

traditions of military
In this issue I want to recommend that
bands.”
you study the essential rudiments, but at
first, by sections. If you download the list
of rudiments from the PAS website, you will notice
that they are divided into four large sections:
1) Roll Rudiments (which in turn is subdivided
into three types), 2) Diddle Rudiments, 3) Flam
Rudiments and 4) Drag Rudiments.
It helped me a lot at first to study only the Diddle
Rudiments and, later, to continue studying the
rest. It is a starting point to understand how
important they are and how much they enlarge
our vocabulary.
Keep on drumming!

@latin.drummers
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By Ariel Baum
@wbaum

Pedal techniques are tools, and as such, if they are known,
studied and improved, they will give us multiple options
of sounds, forms and dynamics possible to interpret kick
drums, hihat, double pedal, percussion accessories, and all
kinds of instruments that we might play with those pedals.
@latin.drummers
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T

hat said, we will start
by describing the
Heel Down and Heel Up
techniques. When the
beaters are resting on the
head, it is called staccato,
unlike when we play and
get them off from the
head, which we call low.
None of these forms is
better than another that
is used, but surely some
will be more convenient
than others to achieve
the objectives that we
are looking for in terms of
audio, and to be able to
play a certain amount of

notes and speed.
In this first exercise we are going to work with the Heel
Up / Heel Down Rebound Low techniques from my
latest book Pedal Techniques. The idea is always to be
able to achieve the minimum friction of the footwear
with the platform of the pedals. This will give us more
control, less resistance to movements, less muscle
fatigue and, logically, greater resistance and speed.
Remember that you also always have to evaluate the
height of the drum throne, the distance and angle of
@latin.drummers
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the legs, body relaxation, breathing, the tuning of the
pedals, bass drum tuning, the physical work, etc. I know
that it is very difficult to be fully aware to all
“You also always
these aspects, but I am more than convinced
have to evaluate
that this is the most professional and correct
the height of the
way to take approach these techniques.

drum throne, the
distance and
angle of the legs,
body relaxation,
breathing, the
tuning of the pedals,
bass drum tuning,
the physical work,
etc.”

We will develop all these topics in due
time ... just a little patience!
Here are some examples that have
many possible variants; We will use
them both with the following exercises
and with the rest of the next editions.

To understand the rebound technique, we
must work only with the movement of the foot, and
only from the ankle in a descending and ascending
way. That is, if we play Heel Up, we will raise the leg as
in any mechanical movement, but once it reaches the
desired height, we will only move the foot. If we touch
Heel Down, we will also move only the foot. In both
techniques it is convenient to step on the full crum
(sweet spot of the pedal), from the middle towards the
back of the template. We must push the template and
let the pedal gently take our foot to the starting point;
thus we will be saving energy and gaining speed.
Starting with smooth and relaxed movements, you
will not have great volume at the beginning.

@latin.drummers
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Then the muscles and joints will be loosened and
strengthened, and with due work, they will achieve
their goals.
In this issue I want to congratulate and thank the
kindness of Juan Manuel Arena and of all the staff
because of his passion for drums, and for taking me
into account to share and learn together in this space
that is generated, where we are going to deal with all
things related to playing with our feet, which is more
than important to be able to develop. Cheers and for
many years of Latin Drummers!

For any questions or concerns, you can write to
me at:
. YouTube: Pedal Techniques - WALTER ARIEL BAUM
. Facebook: Walter Ariel Baum/ 1 and 2
. Instagram: @walterarielbaum
. Mail: walterarielbaum@hotmail.com
. Celular: +54 9 11 4092-9541

@latin.drummers
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Check these ones out in my Youtube Playlist and subscribe to my Channel if you would

www.youtube.com/user/librotecnicasdepedal
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Walter Ariel Baum

Walter Ariel Baum is an Argentine musician who began his professional career in 1988. He studied drums with Gabriel
Ganzo, Marcelo Frezia, Tristán Taboada, Pepi Taveira, Chiche Heger and Eloy Michelini, among other teachers, and also
in EMPA, symphonic percussion in EMBA Carlos Morel. In this institution he works as a teacher and formed the popular
Drumset chair in 2012. He has also taught private classes since the mid-90s in different institutions. As a drummer he was
in many projects of various musical styles, and he came to share the stage with international artists. He is the author of the
books Double Bass, a form of expression (2003), Messages in Code (2006), Initial Level (2010) and Pedal Techniques
(2013). He is a columnist for Latin Drummers and Bateristas al Sur magazines, and conducts clinics and workshops in
different locations. Throughout his career he won five awards. He works as a Drum Doctor / Tech both in studio and live.
As a session player with different music producers he recorded albums and musical curtains for radio and TV. Together
with a group of colleagues he has a comprehensive record production company. With his Intervention Baum project, he
released three albums: Argentine tribute to Slayer (2009), Romances from beyond (2010), Death, Argentine tribute. He
has participated in different radios and magazines, and makes video reviews about drumsets, in addition to repairing and
maintaining
drum equipment. He uses the following brands, which represent him: Axis Percussion, Paiste, Evans, Pro.Mark,
@latin.drummers
Pearl, Argon, Elpeñon, Harmonic Stop, Greenwich and Sky Gym.
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RECORDING DRUMS

AT
HOME
AT HOME
IN THE CURRENT CONTEXT, MANY
DRUMMERS FOUND IT NECESSARY TO
QUICKLY UPDATE TO A TREND THAT HAS
BEEN GOING STRONG FOR A LONG TIME:
RECORDING DRUMS FROM HOME.
By Tano Cavalletti
@sebastiantanocavalletti

@latin.drummers
@latin.drummers
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T

he marked tendency to record drums
remotely is notorious. The current dynamics
of making music, recordings of singles or EPs,
the fashion of Lo-Fi audio, reduced budgets,
plus this time of social distancing, all forces us
to adapt to this new paradigm: “remote audio”.
Perhaps this context for
many represented an
opportunity to materialize
an update that they
should have done a long
time ago and, for some
reason, they had been
postponing.
In the midst of this
context, with this series
of four chapters of
“Recording Drums at
Home”, I am going to
share concepts and tools
that I consider extremely
important to help those
who record drums
remotely, strengthening
their criteria and reasoning capacity and
making the most of the performance of your
resources.

@latin.drummers
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Let’s think together
If you have to drive a nail, what tool would you
use? And if you have to cut a piece of wood,
what tool would you turn to? The answer is very
obvious, right? And if it is so obvious to you, it
is because you are reasoning with a logic based
on your informal learning and your experience.
The same should happen when recording:
microphones, plugins, drumheads, cymbals,
they are all tools, but we do not know how to
reason and use them efficiently to achieve the
necessary task.
If we have only one saw, some things we can do
efficiently, such as cutting wood. But driving a
nail with a saw ... difficult, right? Perhaps it can
be done, but it will not be an efficient action,
nor the process, nor the result!
The same happens if we want to record a giant
kick sound with a very small one; or if we want
to get an “a” sound with a “b” microphone, and
so on.
Understanding the limitations of our resources,
we will clearly observe the parameters we will
have to move to enhance our range of strengths
and minimize weaknesses.

@latin.drummers
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In less words, it would be something like: if
they are going to take a photo of us, let’s try to
show our most favorable profile. Recording is
like an audio pic; So let’s try to capture our most
beneficial profile.
The magic formula does not exist
While art (and audio) is subjective, we
can clearly distinguish between a wellaccomplished audio and a not-so-good one.
I would like to share a phrase that
synthesizes the spirit of this article and
“Recording is like an is a very important toolwhen recording:

audio pic; So let’s
try to capture our
most beneficial
profile.”

“Eye kills ear ... the sound is felt, not looked at.”

We are at a time when there is a lot
of information (and very good one) in
networks about recording. The problem
is that the vast majority of those who
begin to record drums at home do not have the
tools or the capacity to correctly interpret the
information they are receiving.
Copying is not interpreting. Many times they
give us a formula that is supposedly the best
in the world and with which we will achieve
the best sound. What’s more, in the tutorial
we heard a wonderful sound, but when we

@latin.drummers
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copy that formula,
we don’t get the
same result. Why?
Because we do
not have the same
recording and
mixing tools and,
furthermore, they
are not transmitting
a universal
concept that we
can understand
(they use very technical words, difficult to
understand) and knowledge, in order to use
our tools.
In short, many times we copy but we do not
learn to do properly and feel what is happening
in our own room and with our own tools.
Always remember this: the best tools are
the ones we have at our disposal. It is futile
complaining about what we lack if we still do
not make the most of our resources (even if
they are limited). If you embrace this resourcelimited stage and make your recorded drum
sound seem more “expensive” than it actually
is, you will have incorporated resources and
teachings into this process, which you will
capitalize on for the rest of your life.
@latin.drummers
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Recording with limited resources sharpens our
ingenuity in order to achieve crafty results.
It is a highly
recommended
daily gymnastics!
Remember that
audio is also
practiced. Just
as you spent
hours practicing
technique
exercises on your
drums, now is
the time to spend
hours recording,
recognizing
your instrument and your playing through the
microphones and the recording.
The ear will evolve slowly and proportionaly to
the number of hours you record.
Recording drums is a different language from
playing drums; it is similar, but different. It is
an art in itself. The art of delivering a great
performance with real great sound (not postproduced or sampled) is a complex task.
Emotional note: “what does not kill you strengthens you.”

@latin.drummers
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If your resources
are limited to record,
“embrace and enjoy this
process of limitations.” In
the future, when you
have more resources,
you will most likely
appreciate everything
you have learned
when you had nothing,
and thanks to your
ingenuity to achieve
good audios with
those limitations, you will have strengthened
your criteria and your abilities.
I know that this comment is somewhat
romantic, and when you have so many
limitations, it makes you angry. But believe me
that you are going to come out of this process
very strengthened and, somehow, you will see
if your vocation to record becomes stronger and
stronger.
The table and its four legs
Let’s imagine the four legs of a table. Without
one of them, the table will be unstable.
Let’s analyze the final result of our recordings
by comparing it to that “table”, and the next four
@latin.drummers
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topics will represent each of those four legs.
The more you develop each of these recording
topics, the better the result will be for your drum
recordings at home.
1. Our Drum Room (How to “Tune it”)
In most of the online classes that I give to help
those who record from home, I find that 90% do it
from their bedroom literally, with the bed next to
the drums.
Keep in mind that the acoustic context is
essential when
recording a drumset.
What we and the
microphones
hear is not only
the instrument
directly, but also the
reflections that are
generated between it
and its surroundings.
The audio waves start
from the drums and
“bounce off the walls.”
The more orderly
these reflections
are, we will achieve
a better audio, more
balanced, without
@latin.drummers
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excess or cancellation of important frequencies.
Most of us have ever had the following
experience: “In the rehearsal room the drums
sounded great to me, and when I took it to the
place where we would play with my band, it
sounded totally different.”
This happens because the drums are a complex
instrument, in which the acoustic environment
is decisive in its character and sound.
Rooms or home studios often have a very
common problem: parallel reflections. When a
room has not been acoustically designed for
recording, the diagnosis is not entirely favorable,
but we can help.
The idea is this: if my room is a “box”, I have to
prevent the sound from bouncing symmetrically
within it, creating asymmetrical, irregular or
absorbent surfaces.
Anything goes when “tuning” the room: panels,
rugs, curtains, fabrics or any absorbent element
that you can mount on the floor, ceiling and
walls to control those crazy reflections.
It is very important to keep in mind the following:
the more fabrics and absorbent material you add
@latin.drummers
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to the room, the more controlled the drumset
will feel and it even seems to sound better. But
the time to record drums is to find a balance
between all the secret frequencies.
If the room is very “dry”, the overall recording
audio will lack brightness, and vice
versa. It is advisable to find a balance
“if my room is a
between control and brightness.
“box”, I have to

prevent the sound
from bouncing
symmetrically
within it, creating
asymmetrical,
irregular or
absorbent
surfaces.”

If we feel that the room is rumbling a
lot (a very long reverberation), adding
absorbent material in it will be of great
help. To the extent that this chaos
begins to be controlled, it will be a
good sign.

If you can record and listen to that
process of how your room is quieting
down, it will be very good to better
recognize the character of the place in its
different stages of the process. This perhaps in
the future can help you decide which character
is used for one or another drum sound.
In short: livelier rooms for livelier drums
(generally wanted audio in rock), and more
controlled rooms for more controlled audios
(most wanted audio on pop, electronic, etc.).

@latin.drummers
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one thing is acoustics
and another thing is
soundproofing. Acoustics
shapes audio, soundproofing isolates it.
Here we are looking at
issues related to room
acoustics. Soundproofing
(so that the sound does
not leave the room) is
reasoned in another way.
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One way to “tune up” the room that
I recommend a lot is to use curtains
on the walls, not just the windows.
This allows you to have a modular
and variable control, because we
can fold the curtains and leave
the walls bare to obtain a bright
and open sound, or unfold them to
“dry” the room and achieve a more
“compact” sound. In small rooms
this usually works very well.
It is also possible to use removable
absorbent panels. There are very
good tutorials on YouTube that
teach how to make absorbent
acoustic panels.

Another very important aspect is to recognize
how the drumset reacts in the different corners
of a room. Although many times we do not
have enough space and the drumset has to
be against the wall in a corner, between the
bed and the desk, it is key to understand that
this directly influences the audio that the
microphones will take.
If possible, do the following test: take your floor tom
with one hand, with the other hand play it regularly
as you walk around the room. You will notice that this
tom reacts differently in some places.
@latin.drummers
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In my case, if I want
a compact sound,
I place the drums
facing the wall; I mean,
I put the bass drum
pointed at the wall. If I
want a bigger sound,
I turn my back to the
wall. My room reacts
very well to that
change and allows
me to achieve two
different drum sounds
in one small room.
Have you already
done a similar test to
recognize the spaces
in your room?
Conclusion
Slowly we will refine our listening and open
the door to listen to small details that we
did not perceive before. It is important that
we practice the audio.
How do I practice audio?
You can download versions without drums
of different music and record on them. It
is very important that you record many
different styles to expand your resources
@latin.drummers
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and vocabulary as a generator of sounds,
sound concepts and textures. There is no
“one” way to record, there are a thousand
options. In this process of recording
varied styles and music, you will learn and
appreciate those differences, and you will
achieve better and better results!

“In my case, if I want
a compact sound,
I place the drums
facing the wall; I
mean, I put the bass
drum pointed at the
wall. If I want a bigger
sound, I turn my back
to the wall. ”

Before ending this chapter,
I would like to share with
you another very important
reflection: the art of
communicating a feeling and a
sound is complex.

Many times we clearly recognize
a feeling, but when we put it
into words, we get entangled
with very strange terms and it is
very difficult for us to verbally transmit that
sound that we imagine to another person.
In these cases
An example is worth a thousand words:
the best solution is usually to share music
that the other person can hear to take as a
reference and better understand the sound
we are looking for.

@latin.drummers
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If you need help,
count on me. I am
at your disposal on
my social networks
or through online
classes on audio and
drum recording.
In the next edition
of the magazine
I will share with
you chapter 2 of
“Recording at home”

Sebastián Tano Cavalletti. Musician. Professional drummer. Teacher for more than 20 years.
Author and composer. Drum Doctor for 15 years. Author of the book Cocina para Bateristas,
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR of DRUM DOCTOR, Laboratory of DRUM DOCTOR, #tanotips, The
CLICK CLASS and CREATIVE MECHANISMS. Pearl, Zildjian, Evans, Promark Artist. Product
specialist for Latin America and trainer for Zildjian, Evans, Promark and Puresound. Creator of
the @ringnomore brand.
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By Juan Bardot
@juanobardot

Hello, drummers from all over the world! Have you
already realized that we are only three months away
from the end of the year? I do not intend to make an
anticipated balance of what this particular 2020 was,
but it is always good to stop for a moment along the
way and look back to review the steps we are taking
and, if necessary, adjust the compass of our destiny
a little. There are still 92 days to squeeze and take
advantage of each of its hours, it is just a matter of
determination and starting.
@latin.drummers
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¿Y por qué no hacerlo ahora mismo?
In previous editions we learned to read and write
our instrument on the staff. Today we are going to
learn and / or remember what things we should
take into account when sitting on our drums.
They are ready?
The first thing to consider is how we are
going to sit. The height of the stool has to
keep the soles of our feet on the floor. The idea is
that the thighs are always parallel to the ground,
neither inclined upwards, nor falling downwards.

1

2

The thorax should be frontal to the bass
drum. Many times as drummers we tend to
lean more towards the side where the hihat is (left
side for right-handed and right side for left-handed).
This means that every time we want to go out to our
@latin.drummers
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fills on toms and cymbals, we have to turn the whole
body to comfortably reach all the toms.

3

Straight
back

90º

Did you know that the head
is the heaviest part of the
body? It can weigh up to 8 kilos.
That is why it is so important to
keep your back straight and even
to push your chest out. In this way,
all that weight will be placed on
the spine. Drummers have lapses
of time in which none of our limbs
rest on the ground. That means
that there are times when our
spine is supporting the full weight
of the body.

4
Although there are several Grips, this
time we are only going to focus on the
American. We take the drumstick with
the index and thumb fingers, which
are the ones that will hold it tightly. The
middle, ring and little fingers should only
accompany the back and forth proposed
by the rebound of the drumhead; the real
@latin.drummers
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5

grip should be done by the index and thumb
(our “clamp”).
The palms of the hands should face downward.
This will allow us a correct movement and,
consequently, a good hit. Something that will help
us keep the palms down is to separate the elbows
a few centimeters from the chest.

6

Keep the snare, toms, etc, of the drumset at
a height that forces us to raise our arms as little
as possible. The time that we are sitting in front
of the drums should be a moment of pleasure
and not of suffering. Always comfortable, always
relaxed.
Do you remember the day you were going to buy
your first Drumset? The joy, the expectations,
the euphoria of being able to sit for the first
time on the instrument that you waited so long
for. That spirit is what we must maintain each
and every day that we sit down to play. Music
is a place of communication, of transmitting, of
giving, of expressing, of uniting, of connecting.
We should never think that by playing less than
others we cannot transmit something beautiful
and particular. Nobody but you can give what you
have inside. In the same way, no one should think
that by playing “more” than another is superior
or has nothing to learn. We all have something to
give, and the more we learn from this beautiful
@latin.drummers
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instrument, the more tools we will have on hand
to use every time we sit there, facing the place we
feel like our place in the world.
I hope this synthesis has been useful to you.
Also, look for a teacher with whom you feel
comfortable, because that will always be an
advantage: nothing better than having someone
by your side to help you correct your posture or, if
you have been playing for a long time, to change
all that negative vibe that have stuck you and that
do nothing more than boycott your gig.
Drummer hug for the drummers that have been
reading up to here! See you at the next edition of
LATIN DRUMMERS
@latin.drummers
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By Hernán Osuna
@hernanosuna87
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A

ttention, reader: if you are looking for an
interview here that emphasizes drum
techniques, bars, drums and cymbals, this may
not be the right article. Now, if what you want is to
delve into drumming knowledge from a broader,
general, philosophical and even sociological
perspective, analyzing why one makes art, what is
the meaning or why one wants to play the drums,
then maybe this is the right place.
Alex Leys, in addition of being a great drummer,‒the
first Argentine educator of Drum Workshop, and
recently signed an endorsement contract with
Vic Firth‒, who has played with notable artists (in
the past he toured with the renowned Spanish
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singer Ruth Marcos throughout Spain, played with
Pepe Bao and Guillermo Cides, and even replaced
Tim Alexander of Primus on a European tour with
other musicians), he is also one of the few solo
drummers in the world, a place he shares with
giants such as his admired Terry Bozzio, Marco
Ianetta and Grant Collins, among others.
Beyond Leys’ amazing career and being technically
gifted (just by looking at him, you can notice how
he masters different techniques, maintains great
independence, and an enormous rhythmic and
melodic sense, without losing his hair), which is
surprising about this drummer who lived many
years in Spain and today is based in Argentina, it is
his general artistic background: he talks about Terry
Bozzio and The Police, with the same passion that
he does when he mentions Pablo Picasso, Salvador
Dalí, literature and other disciplines of art.
That open-mindedness and that concern to explore
and ask - and cross-examine - things has allowed
him not only to establish a successful career as a
solo drummer, which is not easy in 2020, but also
to remain firm in his convictions, without giving up
being present in the drum market. Proof of this are
the Instagram Live that Leys recently maintained with
giants such as Marco Minnemann, Thomas Lang,
Marco Ianetta, Steve Smith and Simon Phillips, among
others. And more importantly, Leys’s vision brings
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a dose of positivism in
these times of pandemic.
As he remarks in the
interview: “Times of crisis
can be a springboard for
change.”
Let’s leave the news for
a while, the anxiety to
know when the vaccine
against COVID-19 will
come out, let’s forget
the bad and get to
Clinic at Best Music know another side - and another way of living and
Shop.
thinking - through the experience of Alex Leys: an
photo: Sebastián de in-depth dialogue, Genuine and authentic with a
la Torre
complete artist who decided to follow his instincts
and his idea of happiness, going against what is
usually supposed to be done. Leys is one of those
artists whose work is traversed by freedom: there
is no life or art, but pure freedom. Let’s know his
path, directly from him.
Let’s talk about latest news. You recently signed
a contract as an endorser of Vic Firth, how did you
come to the company? Did you already come in
contact with them?
It came in a particular setting, amidst the pandemic.
Contact with Vic Firth arose several years ago. As
a solo drummer, I really need the support of the
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companies, not for the fact that they send me
free stuff, but for everything that has to do with
the advertising part. Today I posted an ad for a
masterclass that I am going to give by Zoom from
my house and it quickly came out on the Pacific
Drums Instagram.
Regarding drumticks, years ago I was with another
brand that did not have much interest in the Latin
American market, so it did not make much sense
to cover an artist who is in a place where
“Crisis can be
their drumsticks are not even sold. So I
started doing a company search, always
a springboard
thinking of companies with which I feel
for a change of
identified. I leaned for Vic Firth; I even
direction”
toured the factory and had a first contact
about 4 or 5 years ago. Later, when its owner, Vic
Firth, died, the company was bought by ZIldjian, and
then a lot of people from his staff joined: the artist
representative from Vic Firth also went to work at
Zildjian, for example. At that point they told me, “We
know you’re a great Zildjian artist and you’re going
to be a great Vic Firth artist, so let’s get down to
business to see what we can offer you.”
After that, it took a while, right?
Yes, many months passed and I had no response.
Later they told me that everything had stopped
and that they were not signing artists. Honestly, I
also had the doors open for other companies, but
@latin.drummers
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the truth is that
I don’t work like
that: I have to
believe in what
I do represent,
show and what
I talk about. In
April of this year
(2020) I spoke
to the company
again and they
said: “Ok, let’s take
this idea again and see what we can do.” So we
finally made official contact: I entered the brand’s
staff of educators and I have a 100% discount on
products, among other things. Of course they were
in charge of making the connection with the Vic
Firth Argentina distributor, and the truth is that I take
my hat off, because they do a great coverage and a
remarkable job.
Let’s go back to your time in Spain. You lived in
León, La Coruña and Barcelona for years. In this
part of the world you are best known for being a
solo drummer, but you were also exposed to more
commercial and massive audiences, such as your
time with the Spanish singer Ruth Marcos. What
led you to change the focus of your music career?
Yes, let’s agree that ten years ago I had some things
clearer and others not so much. But you make
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decisions and these are stages that you go through.
At a certain point in my career I decided not to work
as a session player and not play certain types of
music. Therefore, I gave priority to something more
personal and to my desire to do other things. They
are choices you make. I could have continued down
that side or done what I wanted. I chose the second.

Alex Leys
whit Pepe Bao
Photo: Miguel
Lamas

You use a very natural and open tuning. What is
your approach in that sense?
My tuning is diatonic and consecutive. About two
years ago I gave up semitones / interval tunings.
Diatonic are, to put it simply, the white notes of the
piano. Chromatic tuning has semitones. My drums
are tuned relatively high. I have a lot of small shells
with different notes and I even repeat measures.
That’s because from an 8” tom I can get several
notes and, for example, the biggest tom I have is 14 ’.
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In addition, I have no need for larger shells with Drum
Workshop, because it has VLT (Vertical Low Timber)
technology, which, by changing the orientation of
the grain of the wood, reduces the tension of the
cylinders and generates an amazing bass sound.
What pedals do you use?
I use chain drive PDP pedals, which are more
natural and have less inertia than Direct Drives. For
my playing, I need to be able to easily navigate the
platform of each one. And if not, I also work with DW
pedals. There the line that I like the most is the 3000:
they have a small platform, they are direct, concentric
and they are very well balanced.
For some time now, during these months of
pandemic, you have been conducting live
interviews on Instagram with outstanding
drummers from the international scene. Tell me
any given anecdote from that series of talks.
Yes, I’ve already chatted with Marco Minnemann,
Thomas Lang, Marco Ianetta, Steve Smith,
and Simon Phillips, among others. I also spoke
with Daniel Volpini, at the national level. These
Instagram lives are part of everything I have been
doing since the pandemic began. I think I had
two options: wait for this to happen or start doing
things. I am of the idea that limitation, problems
and crisis can be a springboard for a change
of direction.
@latin.drummers
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Find a way around,
overcome any
adversity!
It depends on how
each one takes that
change of direction,
you can find yourself
with the fact of
discovering something
really good and new,
or stay scared saying;
“I never went here, so
I’m not going.” I tend
to be very methodical
and orderly, but all
this kinda muddle
everything up.
Limitation can be
a great trigger for
creativity, courage and curiosity. I started to see
what I could do to continue being present in the
drum industry, and it seemed appropriate that,
by reaching out to these people, who are not so
widely interviewed in Argentina, I could generate
something. Steve Smith, for example, has never
visited our country. So it was a very good idea.
As an anecdote, I was very amused when Thomas
Lang told me that, when he was called from the
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Dream Theater environment to study the tracks
and participate in a future audition with the band,
he was in Brazil on tour with Gloria Trevi. I found
it very curious and comical, because nobody
knows that Thomas Lang was touring with Gloria
Trevi. When it comes to harvest drum stuff or
gems, I think both Simon Phillips’ and Steve
Smith’s Instagram lives were very rich. I thought
it was very good what Simon said about product
endorsements playing against the individuality
and sonic identity of the drummers. Before, every
drummer had his cymbal, and that was his unique
cymbal. Nobody had it. Maybe his ride had that
distinctive sound generated by use, travel, spilled
beer, cigarette smoke. Now everyone has the
same ride and it is very difficult to differentiate
them at a sound level.
That happens to me when I listen to all the
drummers using stack cymbals for years. A
sound is abused that ends up stifling musical
creativity.
Stacks were invented by Terry Bozzio in 1978, no
one had ever used them. When you hear the UK
band, nobody was doing that. Daniel Volpini told
me that when he studied with Bozzio in 1981, he
saw That Terry already had a Crash on top of the
Ride, for example. Bozzio was the first to try to
generate electronic sounds acoustically.
He says that in the electronic music that was
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heard in the early 80’s,
the new wave music, ride
cymbal was no longer
used. There he only used
hi hats, stacks and a bell
for some effect. During the
80s and 90s nobody used
stacks. I refused to use
them too, because Terry
Bozzio was the only one
who used them. Nowadays,
everything has become
more standardized: the use
of stacks, the same tuning
on the toms, certain things
that are done, and the
search for personal, sonic
and visual identity. They are
very important things in art
and that has been lost. I would never confuse
Picasso with Da Vinci or Basquiat! Never! Each
work of one of them is absolutely identifiable. I
like when the personality of the artist stands out
above what is happening below, no matter what
style it is.
Of course, artists who break with the preconceived
and shed any mental baggage to create something
of their own.
The true innovators are those who carry the flame
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of novelty and difference, not the people who live
their entire lives paying homage to tradition. All it
does is stylistically regurgitate the same over time
and does not add anything new. That’s why people
like Stewart Copeland turned up: an American
playing Jamaican and punk rhythms. The guy
created a movement that broke with the culture
of his time. All that ends up transforming into a
cultural stream and emerges through a drummer.
The same thing happened with hip hop and with
music programmers of that genre. Possibly the last
contribution that drums have made on a cultural
level has been the blast beat in heavy
metal, and that happened 25 years ago.
“I like when the
Since that time, nobody has contributed
personality of the absolutely anything from the drums to the
artist stands out culture from the people, from the street.
above what is
You don’t see guys on the street listening
happening below, to gospel chops. My idea is not to blow
the heads off drummers. My goal is to
no matter what
change the world, from my place.
style it is.”
Let’s chat about the new album you
released with Daniel Volpini, you had already
been working with him.
Yes, with Daniel we have a duo project that
started when I returned to Argentina in 2014, and
what we did was record long improvisations, of
about an hour. His experience as a musician and
composer, added to mine, helps improvisation
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to be thought in a compositional format, not
simply as throwing punches into the air. Now we
begin to release material; We have just released
this album and we plan to release another one,
which is the record of a show we did live at
Tecnópolis (immense Public Park of Arts and
entertainment located in Buenos Aires Suburbs,
Villa Martelli town). What we did was break up
these improvisations a bit. In a way, it is raising
the banner of commercial and artistic freedom.
We spread it on Bandcamp and we don’t give
it away on Spotify or YouTube. I don’t believe in
giving music away for nothing, nor in that “put it
on for free, because you’re going to reach more
people.” It is a fallacy.
What vision do you have of the historical
moment that is lived in terms of musical art?
Today is the best moment that can be happening
in history on an artistic level. Never has the
artist had so much freedom to be able to do
what he or she wants, as he/she wants, and
to find a platform that helps everyone express
and make known what he or she is doing, and
be able to live from it. What you don’t have to do
is let yourself be convinced by people who say
“Nobody sells, nobody pays, you have to give
away and do the same.” Is not true. I think there
is no greater example of this than myself: I play
the music that I love, I compose my own and
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I play it. I know I’m not
going to play for fifteen
hundred people, but I
don’t need that. I have
a minimal amount of
followers that allow me
to make a living from my
art. That is genuine and
does not force me to lie
about what I do. People
take that sincerity. I play
for 50 people and not for
2000, and that allows
me to live honestly. I
Seminar at
don’t have to play music that I don’t like or put
Conservatorio
up with a hysterical singer or a super producer
Astor Piazzolla.
behind him telling me what to do and how to do
Photo:
it. It seems to me that this freedom allows me to
Conservatorio Astor
express myself better, and 30 years ago, it would
Piazzolla.
have been impossible: recording an album was
a fortune, you needed a record company and
other things. Today the recording studio is this
computer that I have here, and so you can reach
the public and they can pay for your product.
That happens, but you have to know how to
choose the platforms where you broadcast.
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And there are also specialized labels, which may
not be gigantic, but somehow end up monetizing
what you do.
You have to find a suitable platform. Anyway, I
must clarify: you can play whatever genre you
want and everything is fine. I respect a lot, as
long as that is true.
It is key to agree with what you are trying
to convey.
The idea is that you don’t have to lie, that’s not
good. For things that do not exist are the cell
phone and social networks, where you create an
avatar and people think I don’t know what. That
is unreal. Bob Marley became a millionaire and
famous singing the truth, Dylan too and John
Lennon too. They didn’t sing things they didn’t
believe in. If you find your platform, which there
are a lot, and do something genuine, everything
is fine. Today the world is on a computer: this is
how you connect with Tokyo, Helsinki or Jujuy
(Argentina). You don’t need a record company.
There is no longer the “I have to go to Los
Angeles or New York, because no one is going to
discover me.”
In addition, these cities have very closed circles
today for musicians from other latitudes.
They are cities that engulf themselves. Paris,
for example, has been dead for twenty years. It
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doesn’t exist anymore, you can’t do anything new
there; London survives as best it can, and since
they have a monarchy, there is always someone
against authority. In New York, no artist who
sparked a major movement thirty years ago could
live there today. Renting an apartment is very
expensive. Jazz clubs have a $ 300 buy-in and a $
800 daiquiri (laughs). The new music comes from
a bar in Rosario or from four boys rehearsing in the
middle of Helsinki. There is the real deal. The big
problem is the amount of noise around everything
that doesn’t allow you to get there.
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In other words, a parallel path to the
mainstream can be made.
Totally. I remember a phrase that Guillermo
Cides told me, who in turn Robert Fripp told him:
“We are not part of the commercial world, but
we move in it”. One has to learn to move with
the tools and dance without being engulfed
by the world. Like a stone in water: the stone
is there but the water does not penetrate it, it
does not go inside. I move in the commercial
world, I use its tools, but I don’t let that change
my essence. I remain firm and I know that the
movement is much slower. But I want to convey
that there is a possible way.
What would be the most important thing you
are currently trying to convey through your
music?
The disappearance of the technique, since
technique is not noticed. I’m not eager to
hear drummers saying “Wow, how much
independence Alex Leys has or what left hand
he has.” I am interested that a plumbing worker
who comes to my house can enjoy a solo of
mine just like a drummer. In that sense, the
technique has to disappear, it does not have to
be the main thing.
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In a way you are like a director of a film who is
narrating stories through drums.
Yes, you are telling stories and conveying
concepts abstractly through a drum solo. But it
is not something different from what I convey
when I am giving an interview. When I explain or
interpret a work, I try to awaken the perception
of the listener. That he is alert to certain
things, which have nothing to do with
technique: they have to do with the
“I move in the
courage to do something different,
curiosity to look for alternative paths,
commercial
and the honesty of seeing something
world, I use its
that is not prefabricated: it is not
tools, but I don’t
something that is played every night
let that change
the same. Although there is a frame
my essence.”
and a structure, each work has a
part of improvisation that seems
fundamental to me as a tool for daily
life. Our job as artists is to influence people’s
perception of the world

Hernán Osuna
Is a drummer and journalist from Rosario. He was part of Benetnasch
(Rammstein tribute) and he is currently the drummer for Flight (indie /
alternative). As a journalist he worked in media such as RosarioRock.
com, La Capital newspaper, Página / 12, DMAG (Buenos Aires), RECOR
Play (Buenos Aires) and MariskalRock (Spain).
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ALEX LEYS DRUMSET
Pdp Concept Maple by Dw:
16”x14” floor tom (dampened and sounding as an Argentinian “Legüero” Bass
Drum) | 8”x7” tom (not shown) tuned in Re | 8”x2.5” Dw Design Series Picollo
Tom tuned in Do | 8”x7” tom tuned in La | 10”x8” tom tuned in Sol | 10”x8” tom
tuned in Fa | 12”x9” tom tuned in Mi | 14’’x12’’ floor tom tuned in Re | 12”x6”
Snare Drum Black Wax tuned in Si | 18”x14” Bass Drum tuned in Sol | 20”x16”
Bass Drum in Mi | 22”x18” Bass Drum tuned in Do
Zildjian Cymbals:
10” Efx Stack (not shown) | 12” A Custom Mastersound hh | 8” K splash sobre 16”
K Custom Dark crash | 10” K splash over | 18” K Custom Dark crash | 6” Zil Bel | 21” K
Custom Dark Complex ride | 14” Special K/Z hh | 18” Oriental Trash china
Remo Drumheads:
Ambassador clear above and below in toms | Powerstroke3 clear in bass drum |
CS Black Dot in snare drum
Lp Percusion: Jam Block Blue, Tambourine Cyclops
Pdp y Dw Hardware y pedales: 9000, 5000 and 3000 Series
Drum sticks Vic Firth: 5A Whites, T1 Mallets, Rute and Brushes Heritage
Protection Racket cases | Brain Damage carpet| Accesories Hecos: Celtic
Crosses and Chinese Sound | Gibraltar: EFX Beat Sound enheancers.
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@viscontimartin
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Opening drum solo
Starting out a drum solo
by playing just the snare
drum for almost four and
a half minutes says it
all. While some choose
to cover a lot, others
WATCH VIDEO
emphasize a concept, an
idea, clearly and deeply.
The double stroke roll (2
and 2), with which the
solo begins, is a clear example of this. This rudiment is
played at different dynamics and tempos, exhibiting
a unique technical virtuosity, although that is not
exactly what it is trying to show. In fact, it follows from
his words that the beginning of the solo shows the
insistence on the development of an idea. Developing
an idea means staying with it, seeing where it leads,
and to achieve this, we must listen. Being able to stay in
“something” and letting ourselves be carried anywhere,
being one and the musical situation the same thing, is
synonymous with art.
If we see it from the timbral point of view, it also
chooses to emphasize one element: the snare drum.
After four and a half minutes, when he decides to add a
tom to his speech, he goes back to sticking with those
two sounds for almost a minute and a half more, before
adding a third.
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We could outline results are the
ideas or concepts from which he
plays throughout his solo. This
results in clarity in the passage
from one idea to another. That’s
Tony Williams to me: clarity and
depth. Our anxiety or our lack of
security often prevent us from
developing an idea in depth. We
must feel that we can no longer
do more with what we have
and, then, change course. I think
this drum solo is a tremendous
example of this approach. Clarity
and depth.

Concepts

About his philosophy
Photo:
Jan Persson
& CDJ

Tony Williams emphasizes three concepts: technique,
expressiveness (ability to “groove”, “swing”) and
creativity. These are three aspects necessary to play
the drums. With just one, no matter how developed it is,
it will not be enough.
Playing “like someone”, studying a person’s style, his
approach to the instrument, his way of tuning and
any other aspect of his way of playing, gives us more
vocabulary. We expand our vocabulary, and then when
we play, we choose what to play; In time, with a lot of
time, we will develop our own style.
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We play to be heard. We have to be clear. We can play
many things at the same time, especially on an
instrument like drums. There is always someone
“Highlight the
importance of listening to the details. We need to be sure of
what we play. Everything we play is there for
bass and its
relationship to a reason. We must ensure that we are clear in
what we say with the instrument.

drums.”

Playing with people is undoubtedly one of the
most important things that being a musician entails.
It is not only about studying on our own, but also
about understanding results are the tendencies that
guitarists have, or bassists or any other instrumentalist.
Understand how they think about music, from what
point of view they see and how those who play with
us feel what is happening. The only way to learn it is by
playing with other musicians.
Williams does not see the reason for using brushes as
drumsticks. They are a different resource, they sound
different, and that is why they should be thought that
way. He does not look for the same timbre that he
has with an element like drumsticks, with something
different like brushes. Studying brushes using
exercises that we would normally do with drumsticks is
something else.
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About the technique
We don’t change technique because we have
to play at different dynamics or tempos; we use
the same technique. Of course, the movement
can vary, but the technique at its root is the
same. Much less do we
change instruments.
There are musicians
who choose to change
their set according to
the musical situation
they are faced with. Tony
emphasizes that it is we
who play, who “sound”,
not the instrument.

Photo:
Jack Robinson

Independence comes
from necessity. By itself
it is worth nothing. Tony
separates two concepts
that some take as the same thing: coordination
and independence. We can have the second,
but without the first, things will not sound very
clear. It is necessary to have coordination in
order to be able to have independence later. We
say that independence comes from necessity,
precisely because it is when we try to translate
into the instrument something that happens
within us that we face challenges related to
independence. Otherwise we would always be
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conditioning what we “want” to play on what we
“can” or cannot play.
Williams uses his hands to play, not his wrists
or fingers. His technique does not rest on the
concept of the rebound. He plays knowing what
something is going to sound like, even before he
plays it. He doesn’t want to wonder if something
is “going to work” before playing it. He needs
to know how something is going to sound like,
hence the solidity of his technique.
He does not try by all means to match his right
hand and his left. Tony says that he is happy to
have a right hand and a left hand. He likes that
they sound different and he works them that
way. Of course, this should not be taken lightly
and used as a justification for not working
your hands. We must study so that our less
skilled hand is as developed as the other. But
it is not necessary to try to match them, but to
develop them so that both are in their maximum
technical capacity, always accepting that they
are different and using them in that way.

About sound
We must listen to the instruments that make up our
set; that’s the reason for having the things we have in
it. There are many drummers with huge sets, but they
use only half of them. Let’s not plan the composition of
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our instrument for aesthetic reasons or for what other
people use. The things we incorporate must come from
our desire to include that timbre in the music we play.
Let’s pay attention to the tuning. Tony tunes in relation
to the drum. The drum gives a color, and the rest of the
drums maintain that color or texture. In reference to the
cymbals, he says that they sound good individually, but
that they also obey a sense, a wave, texture or color
determined as a whole. This is an interesting concept
to consider. We do not play different instruments when
we play the drums, we play different timbres that
respond to a global sound that unifies them
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By Raúl Ceraulo
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Daniel Messina with Barbara Dennerlein in Austria

Drummer, teacher, composer and producer. In addition
to his Daniel Messina Band project, he worked, among
others, with the famous Hammond Organist No. 1 of
Jazz in Germany, Barbara Dennerlein (1995 2006), the
saxophonist Ernie Watts and the legendary bassist of the
Passport group, Wolfgang Schmid. He made numerous
tours participating in major worldwide jazz festivals. In his
long career, he has received various awards and mentions.
He performed concerts with many prominent national and
international artists.
When did you feel that playing drums was going to
be a profession for you?
I had been playing drums since I was 6 years old,
because I was lucky that, because of my older
brothers, there was a drum set at home. Only when
I was 10 years old I started playing in a duet with my
older brother, who was a guitarist, and we did it in the
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neighborhood. At 12 I joined his
cover band. Around this time, I
realized what I wanted to do in the
future. In contact with my high
school classmates and with young
people my age, that passion
began to grow, and without any
doubt I knew what I wanted
to study.

Who did you study with in
Argentina? Besides drums,
did you study any harmonic /
melodic instruments?

Daniel Messina
con su primera
batería marca
Dixie

I lived in José C. Paz, Buenos
Aires suburbs, a place where
many people from different provinces live together,
from Chaco, Santiago del Estero, Salta and Corrientes,
for example. “Peñas” (Typical Argentinian / Gaucho
folklore gathering) were frequent, and that’s where
I made contact with the bombo legüero (typical
folkloric Argentinian bass drum) hype. It was
something tremendous, and at the same time, at that
time you could listen to Argentine rock and all the
music that went through the radio: The Beatles, Rolling
Stones, Santana ... With my drums I was excited to
play what it sounded like. My older brother, who had a
keen musical sense, showed me how to accompany
those rhythms, but without any musical notation,
with the basic figures. I remember that every day he
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listened to the records trying to play in a self-taught
way. Some time later, at the age of 17 or 18, I had the
first drum teacher, although intuitively my first teacher
was my brother. I took classes with Omar Belmonte,
and then the light came: yes, the teacher of teachers,
Chiche Heger, with whom I studied for a
period of 5 or 6 years at full capacity until I
“studied hard by traveled to Germany.

reading, but my
true teachers
were those who
played in bands.”

I must say that when I was a boy I copied
myself with the guitar and I was always
interested in composition. So I tried in
parallel to learn that. I studied hard by
reading, but my true teachers were those
who played in bands. As I did not have a
piano, the classes I took of that instrument I could
not develop because I could not exercise, but I had
a guitar at hand, and with Marcelo Kitay (guitarist of
the Apertura group) and the band that I later formed
‒quinteto El Cuartetazo‒, I started to study guitar,
and there were many things that were important
regarding composition. In this band there were guys
like Víctor Skorupski, Máximo Rodríguez, El “Pollo”
Raffo and Gerardo Gardelin, with whom I learned a
lot. I remember asking them about arrangements,
structures, harmony. The fact of having learned
harmony and arrangements opened my head a lot to
face the drums.
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Which musicians influenced you
the most?
Gene Krupa’s book was my reference in
the early years, when I was self-taught.
It was a constant reference material,
of great help until my teachers arrived,
especially Chiche Heger.

My influences were many and diverse.
I listened without prejudice, from
folklore to jazz, classical music and
rock. From those styles I took what
ignited me the most (and I still do
today), and what motivates me to
www.danielmessina.de
play those music. I can name several
https://music.apple.com/
influential drummers on me: Steve
de/album/el-futuro-esGadd, Budy Rich, Tony Williams, Bill
hoy/718528936
Bruford; also our musicians who tried
to develop the drums in folklore and tango, the
bands of Dino Saluzzi, the beginnings of Piazzolla
with the electronic octet. There are many things and
it is difficult to catalog them. I always say that you
have to listen to everything regardless of whether it
is famous or not; what matters is that it excites and
motivates you to play the instrument of your choice.

We talk about the day you made the decision to
travel to another country to develop yourself.
The decision to travel to Germany was not easy,
it was not my intention. When we played with the
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Apertura group, (a very important project for me), we
dreamed of traveling to Europe, playing our music
and touring for a couple of months. With the other
Project, El Cuartetazo, that impulse was also there.
I had been studying a lot. In the country there was
a great economic crisis: uncontrolled inflation was
not accompanied, the money was not enough for
anything, and it was then that I began to think about
taking a trip. I spoke a lot about this with my teacher
Chiche Heger and with friends. The idea was to try
to see what happens in another country. Going to
the United States was impossible because of all the
bureaucracy. Europe gave a door that I took advantage
of, and I traveled in October 1991.
I must say that it is very difficult to separate from
one’s land, when one dreams of developing in his
own place. It is the story of each person, their own
decision. Without realizing it, I have already been in
Germany for 29 years.

Who did you play with in that country?
In Germany at first nothing happened, despite the
fact that there was a lot of activity. At six months I
started playing with a blues band. After eight months
I had moved to Stuttgart, to the south of Germany,
where I continued to play in that band, but as this
city is very cosmopolitan, that is, with a lot of mixture
of cultures (Africa, South America, North America,
Asia), I could then playing simultaneously in a band of
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blues, African music,
salsa, which allowed
me to accumulate
experiences with
very good musicians,
with a great musical
openess. That is
information that
you do not receive
anywhere, only
where it was.

Daniel Messina
Trío

Then came the call
from organist Barbara Dennerlein. It was something
very big for me. Barbara was the number one jazz
in Germany. She came from recording her albums in
the US with Dennis Chambers, Don Alias a
 nd Randy
Brecker, all people I admire. They called me to do the
concerts, and it was a very interesting story that
lasted eleven years. I realized, at the same time,
that all that trip had been worth it. It was a very big
chapter, with many experiences. I was able to play
with great musicians at very important festivals, a
fact that allowed me to gain experience.
Now I’m playing with the bassist Wolfgang Schmid
from the group Passport, who is also involved in a
project with Billy Cobhan. With him we make jazz rock
vibes. I am also playing with my own band. They are
different projects. With people from the Caucasus,
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from Georgia, I do something very interesting, very
colorful, with very demanding musicians. All of that
keeps you studying and learning from those styles
of music.

Are you in contact with jazz musicians from
Argentina?
Yes, I am in contact with Argentine musicians.
When I go there I organize concerts with my
Argentine band that I used to play
“...I must say that
with before going to Germany; with
it is very difficult to
Víctor Skorupski, Marcelo Kitay and
separate from one’s
Máximo Rodríguez we are organizing
land, when one dreams a gig. I know the musical activity of
many friends through Facebook, and
of developing in his
I am aware of things that happen
own place. It is the
on a musical level. The quantity
story of each person,
and quality of musicians there is
their own decision.
always surprising me. I think that
Without realizing it, I
they should have more support from
have already been in
the record companies, and that
Germany for 29 yearsa.” there should be a better production
of such good projects. They really
deserve a place on the international scene. The
level of musicians is very high. It is a pleasure to
listen to friends or people that you do not know
and who listen via the Internet; and not only jazz,
also folklore. But there is also music that was
commercialized that I don’t like and that affects the
development of other very creative ones.
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How many albums have you recorded, and of
them, which ones did you have to invest more
time in and why?
When I arrived in Germany I gave my project
my own name, Daniel Messina Band or Daniel
Messina trio (on bass Tomás Rotter, and on piano,
Ull ´Mook). In 1996 I recorded “Solo en Europa,
Imágenes, Prioridad a la Emoción” (duet with
Quique Sinesi), “El Sol Sale” (in trio) and “Buenos
Aires Affairs”. And there was a great pause of
almost nine years until “El Futuro es Hoy”, the
current album in which I invested more time
due to changes from my professional, and also
from my private life, like forming my family. I
got to work on aspects of the composition and
arrangements of the album. I invited thirteen
musicians, and many songs are heard with
pipes, others with bandoneon, marimbas, and a
percussionist also plays. I made a very colorful
album that made me very happy. I think that
everything that had been happening throughout
this journey of life and music was captured.

Are you teaching drumming in Stuttgart? Knowing
about your origin, are the students curious to
know rhythms such as tango and folklore?
Since I came to Germany I have taught in a school
for 25 years. In all that time I wanted to have
my own studio to teach, but since I was always
traveling, it was impossible to focus on that
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project. Since I started my family, some things
have changed for the better. So I finally took the
momentum and made it happen. People come to
my studio from many places, which makes me very
happy because my students background are very
varied. On my set I used a legüero kick drum for
a long time, and in my band we played those folk
rhythms. They know me here, they know about my
influences and they know that what I do is very
open, that is: jazz, pop, rock, Latin. I think they are
attracted to all this musical range and come to my
studio wanting to know those rhythms and train
as drummers.

How many projects are waiting post-pandemic?
Among the projects is my band, another from a
colleague, with the trio with Wolfgang Schmid, and
with a quartet from the Caucasus from Georgia.
These are the most firm. Then there is another
project with a jazz singer. At the same time, there
are other things that are happening. For now I am
waiting for time to pass, because everything is very
stopped. I continue to give classes online and some
face-to-face with the protocols that are required
here, such as hygiene and distance. I was also
recording in a studio with a producer. On that side
the basic work continues to work. The next concerts
will be outdoors, with a marked distance between
the public, which is required as protocol. I hope that
here and around the world the coronavirus passes
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so that we can continue to create, and see what
happens next.
I am very grateful for the interview. I send a big greeting
to all the colleagues and I also thank you, Raúl

Daniel Messina Trío: Live in Buenos Aires

Daniel has played and or recorded with artsts such as:
Daniel Messina Band / Barbara Dennerlein / Ernie Watts / Dúo Sinesi &
Messina / Wolfgang Schmid / Rhoda Scott / Wolfgang Lackerschmid
/ Pablo Paredes / Stefanie Schlesinger / Bob Degen / Melva Houston /
Viviane de Farias / Bodil Niska / Franco Petroca / Lorenzo Petrocca / Real
Blues Band / Nora Sarmoria / Viewpoint Orchestra / Angela Balhorn Quartet
/ Rossana & Zelia / Tree-ho / Mouyeé / Vum-Vum Kamusasadi / Yanomani
/ Pablo Vázquez Trío / Sexteto Apertura / Quinteto el Quartetazo / Ente
/ Tobogan / Patricia Andrade / Marcelo San Juan / Baden Jazz Quartet /
Santiago Suarez / Coro Juvenil de la Fundación San Telmo / Coro Polifónico
Municipal de la Matanza / Orquesta Filarmónica de Rheinland Pfalz.
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By Fito Messina
@fitomessina

T

his time we are going to see different options of
front Bass Drum Resonant Head with hole, and in
what size and place to place it according to the need
of each one.

What makes a hole, big or small?
Let’s remember that when we hit, we move a mass of
air, so if the hole is large and centered, the sound will
come out very easily. This is good, for example, for
those who play the double pedal very fast.
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But if the hole, instead of being in the center, is
displaced to one side and we make it a little smaller,
the sound will take a thousandth of a second longer to
come out.
In some cases, they will have seen drumheads with
two holes. Beyond being an aesthetic issue, this is
done when you do not want any air retention directly,
in the same way as if there were a large hole in
the center.
According to my taste and experience, the most
convenient location to make the hole is on the central
axis of the head, offset to the left. This gives just the
right height to locate the microphone stand so that
the head is not at risk of breaking. And a subtle detail,
but one that is good to take into account on certain
occasions: if the person is right-handed, they will
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locate the hole on the left, and
if they are left-handed, on the
right. The idea is that, when
entering with the microphone,
it is as far away from the drum
as possible and does not
interfere with the sound of the
kick drum.

Regarding measurements,
generally 4, 5 or 6 inches
are used. And although it is
not a rule, in 22 ‘’, 24 ‘’ or 26 ‘’ drums, 6-inch holes
are usually used. The 5 ‘’ hole is used in 20 ‘’ and 22 ‘’
drums. And finally, an 18 ‘’ bass drum is usually drilled
a 4 ‘’ hole. Of course, once again, we can use a 22 ‘’
bass drum with a 4 ‘’ hole if we want it to retain more
air; It depends on everyone’s taste
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JUAN
JUAN
BARONE
BARONE

Percussionist in El Kuelgue
Foto: @leon.ze
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Let’s do a bit of history; tell me about your
beginnings, how you started with the drums
and how was your first approach to the
instrument.
I started when he was quite young, at 12 or 13 years
old. I lived a little in Valentín Alsina and a little in
Almagro (parents divorced). At my mother’s house,
in Valentín Alsina, I had a group of friends with
whom we really liked Attaque 77 and other bands of
the moment, and that’s how we decided to form our
own. Everybody chose an instrument, and nobody
chose drums, so I said, “well, I play drums.” I really
didn’t really know what a drumset was, and at that
time we weren’t even using the internet. I began
to investigate until I managed to get my mom to
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buy me a kit. Ours was the typical real garage band,
because we played in the garage of my mother’s
house. Later, so as not to disturb the neighbors, we
took our instruments and walked two blocks down
the street to someone else’s house. It all started
there, and in fact, I’m the only one who continues
with the music. I appreciate you asking me this
question, because whenever I remember it, I go
back to that moment that was so special.
How did you nurture yourself and who were your
leading artists at that time?
In my house, my grandparents and my aunt listened
to a lot of tango, a lot of folklore too. On my old man’s
side, I got into rock a little more, because he made
me listen to the Beatles and so on. That is what I was
developing as a child. Later, with my friends and the
people of the neighborhood, I would listen to Attaque
77 (Argentinian Punk Rock band); I started to like punk,
the Ramones, later some Guns & Roses, but always
on the rock side.
How was your training with the drums?
I studied with many people. I did two years at the
Manuel de Falla Conservatory, but let’s say that
the one who taught me the profession and who I
always say is my teacher is Hernán Martín. He was
one of the first teachers I had, the one who guided
and taught me to be a professional in music, and I
will always thank him.
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Continuing in your role
as a drummer, you
joined the band of the
TV Show, Net x Fox. How
was the call made?
I was part of the Show
for two and a half
years; I started as a
replacement for the
drummer and then I
got the Gig. I kinda got
on the road. I entered
through a friend,
because they lacked a drummer, and you can see
that I did the job well because I stayed. The truth
is that it was an incredible experience. They were
two and a half years playing with a lot of artists,
such as Negro Rada, Fabi Cantilo, Magic Numbers,
Alejandro Lerner, and many more.
How is the dynamics of playing on a TV show? How
are the trials coordinated?
Playing on a show has nothing to do with other
situations. When they say “three, two, one, go”, it is
forever, and that was a bit of the challenge. When
an artist came and had to record a song or play
live, there was no possibility of error. That trained
me a lot to figure things out. We rehearsed a while
before; we would arrive two or three hours before
the TV show. At one time it went live, and at another
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it was recorded a little earlier because it was too
late. If there was an artist, we would go even a little
earlier to rehearse with him or her.
As for the drumset you used, how did you set it up?
Did you have to have any extra consideration when
playing in a television studio?
Luckily it was a very large studio and you could
really play as if you were on any stage. Perhaps in
other shows or in other studios much more has
to be accommodated, but in this case it was not
like that. Mati, the sound engineer, was also very
important, he was always attentive, and in that
sense, he flowed and we could play loud and
have fun.
Although you are originally a drummer, you
are also a percussionist, and in that role
you are currently in El Kuelgue. How did you
turn towards percussion? And how was that
incorporation to El Kuelgue?
Something special happened to me with
percussion. When I was about 15 years old, I
traveled to Brazil with my mom, and everything
attracted me: the language, the music, I liked the
country. Around there I saw a couple of guys hitting
a wood log with their hands and I thought: “it can’t
be that if you take the drumsticks out of reach I
don’t know how to do anything”, and that’s how
it started everything. I started studying Brazilian
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music, with the
pandeiro. Then I
was lucky enough
to be able to travel
to Salvador, two
or three years
in a row, where
very crazy things
happened to
me: I played in a
contemporary
music seminar
in a very important room in Salvador, directed by
directors from all over the world. I was 24 or 25 years
old and at that point the love for percussion began.
Later, life led me to have a lot of work in this field:
I worked with Amboe (the chamamé band), with
Bahiano, and now with El Kuelgue.
We have been friends with El Kuelgue for a
long time. We had known each other since the
beginning of the group, back in 2007 or 2008. They
played at La Castorera and I had a trio with whom
we also played there. We hung out a lot, we made
dates together and that’s how a friendship began.
Some time passed and we met again about 5
years ago, when they were changing percussionist
and then everything happened naturally. They are
friends from high school, it’s like family. The truth is
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that I am super happy, it is a place where I love to
be and they are my friends.
These 5 years passed very quickly, between tours,
talks and meetings. It’s a job, but it’s a lot of fun for
us. Of course, this year it was very difficult for us,
because it is very sad not to be able to be on stage.
Although we could put a streaming, everything is
very rough.
How did you put yourself in the shot to bring up
the issues?
At the beginning, I started to get together with
Tomy, the drummer, to get the foundations and to
define well where the percussion was going. But
they called me already knowing me, and that’s why
I had total freedom to interpret or reinterpret the
songs. There is also a lot of freedom to propose
things and even to compose, and I really appreciate
that because it doesn’t happen often.
At first it was complicated because the themes
of El Kuelgue are very particular; They are not that
traditional in form, and it took me a while to adapt
and inhabit the percussion space. He had to be
thinking what part was coming, what he had to
play. The set I use are congas, bongo, octapad,
timpani and accessories. There are thousands of
nuances and things that I had to put in a certain
amount of time, and at first I was very focused.
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After five or six shows I started to relax and enjoy a
little more.

Foto: @claritacao

The musical variety in El Kuelgue is very great. How did
you think of that percussion set to be able to cover all
those nuances?
It is a dive for many styles. The assembly of the set
was thought based on the styles that were available
and, also, not to put together so many things and
that later it was difficult to carry and bring them on
stage. I had to make a mix to have several tones, but
at the same time, not overdo it with the number of
instruments. As there were Latin things, I incorporated
congas, bongo and timbales; also the pandeiro. And
especially on the last album, Fierrín, which is the one I
participated in, there were more modern elements, so
I incorporated an octapad from where I shoot claps,
electronic hi hats, samplers, voices, or prerecorded
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things that are on the album. Mainly I thought of the
timbral and having quite versatile instruments, which
not only enter something Latin, but can also play a
role in any pop or more rock song.
El Kuelgue is a band that is very lively and in close
contact with the people. How did you manage to
maintain that contact in this context of a pandemic?
On September 11 they made a long-awaited streaming,
how did you experience it?
Our contact with fans was surprinsingly good. Although
we knew that luckily a lot of tickets had been sold and
that the adrenaline was there because it was going
live, in that aspect it reminded me a bit of the television
show, because it was like being in a studio. But in this
case it was a giant, empty stadium. But the applause is
missed, the momentum, feedback, even the perspiring.
I got off dry, that hadn’t happened to me since I entered
El Kuelgue.
Also what was done was a theme in which Julián
Lucero (from Los Bla Bla) participated, embodying a
character that was Cyber 95,
 a humanoid who had
hired the band for himself. It was the return that was
found to make a bit of sense and be fun, but it is
impossible that this replaces the contact and living the
moment in communion. I do not know when normality
will return, and if it will return in the same way, but it is
very necessary.
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Tell me about your personal projects and what others
you are collaborating on.
I’m recording and collaborating with different artists all
the time. At this moment, in addition, I am playing with
Santi Martinez (keyboardist from El Kuelgue) in his solo
project. We already recorded an album that came out a
few months ago and we are in the process of the third.
In addition to recording, I help a little in the production.
I also worked at the University of San Martín for 7 years,
now in the dance school. I am also in the world of the
Scenic Arts, I worked with circus and puppets. I’m
doing the music for two new plays: Consagrada, by
Gabi Parigi and Flor Micha, and Si Yo Quiero, Puedo, by
Ariel Barchilon. They are two very different works, one
of circus / theater and the other of pure / traditional
theater. It is a world that I have been researching for
quite some time and I am very interested in it.
The personal project that I am now thinking of is an
album of my own, starting from the basis of stage
music, instrumental music, incidental. Little by little I
am cheering myself up and collecting many things that
I did to see if, in the future, I can translate it into a solo
album, which is a desire that I have for a long time.
I thank you for this space that you give me, for me it is
an honor to be in the magazine and I hope we can meet
again soon
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T

oday in this article I want to share with you a new
approach or way of seeing things. For a long time
at DRUM DOCTOR SERVICE ‒a personal endeavor in
which I enjoy working‒ we have been developing new
aspects of the drumset, dedicating ourselves fully to
repair, manufacture and provide technical support to
each drummer.
Through the repairs, we became aware of the
deficiencies that certain instruments have on the market.
Nowadays it is very normal for leading companies to cut
costs in their materials and labor (quoting that phrase of
“before things were done better ...”).
For us, this cannot remain in words and be a reason
for nostalgia, and it prompts us to work and constantly
think about improvements that will increase the useful
life of each drumset element or component. Of course,
this does not happen on a high-end drum, stand or
pedal, quite the opposite; the problem always lies in
the elements of medium or low quality, and that is
where our strong point is, where we focus and from
where we propose to help the drumming community:
our upgrade service. Better known for its definition
“ENHANCE, IMPROVE, TAKE TO A HIGHER LEVEL ...”, it deals
with precisely these aspects and many more, proposing
changes in the materials and construction of each
instrument, in order to counteract the disadvantages
with which they come from the factory.
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UPGRADE # 3 MACHINED PARTS
The best known and most problematic parts are the
typical wing nuts, memories, clamps, nuts, stems,
bushings and everything you can think of in terms of
drumset hardware (metals). They are made of metals
such as cast iron and zamak, among others; and
designed to break, crack or “fake” in short periods of
time. Its objective is to deteriorate with little use, to
force the customer to buy a new product as soon as
possible. In this case, the upgrade service is vital,
since we manufacture the new parts in much more
resistant materials, such as iron, steel and aluminum,
which produces a root change in the problem. We also
aim to redesign and create improvements so that the
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customer does not have to worry about replacement
in the short term.

UPDATE # 2 PEDALS

Image 1:
Factory pedal

Kick pedals or hi hat stand are also often a factor in many
inquiries on a daily basis. For example:
“my pedal is no longer the same…”, “It
has play on the platform…”, “It makes
noise and it bothers me…”. Those are
some frequent inquiries that we receive
every day. That’s why the # 2 upgrade
spot in this case is the pedals. Based
on the study and construction of highend ones, such as the DW 9000, Pearl
Eliminator or Tama Speed Cobra, we
propose these improvements.

Imagen 2:
Pedal with upgrade

Depending on the case, we can opt for
a change of bearings, improvements in
the footboard-heel support system and
replacement of weak parts, which cause
a malfunction. We have also worked on
cheaper models, which are mounted on
a base made with a finite rod (image 1)
and that we have replaced with a sheet
metal or iron structure (Image 2), which
gives the pedal much more stability.
We are also obsessed with the threads
or female of metals, and that is why, over
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time, we have been improving our technique with inserts,
ideal for reinforcing and repairing. Thanks to their technical
characteristics, they provide resistant and secure joints to
improve this aspect, without surprises of threads that are
distorted with use, which doubles and even triples their
useful life.

UPGRADE # 1 KNURLING
We finally reached the # 1 position, the most requested
by all our clients. To exemplify this, we will first talk
about the drummer’s bench. There are many varieties
on the market: with a round seat, motorcycle, with
backrest, with suspension, some
more anatomical, there are even with
a metronome included (a system that
sends pulses through vibrations).
In short, the vast majority have
difficulties in their machined parts. The
weakest and most problematic thing
is the lack of grip or adherence when
setting them to the height that is
comfortable for us. This is because, in
some cases, the flaw comes from the
design: the spout that rises or falls in a
certain way embedded in the system
is chrome or polished, and this causes
it to slide with weight or movement. To
counteract this, our most requested
upgrade is the non-slip knurling. It is a kind of draft that
is made in the iron to increase its thickness and size, as
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well as to give it a type of texture that
prevents sliding. But we not only carry
out these works on stools, but the
process can also be copied on floor
tom legs, holders, internal hi hat foot
rods, clamps and all kinds of metals
that support or firm an element. from
any Drumset.
Although I know this is the beginning
of something innovative, a promise
I make to myself daily is to continue to seek new
standards of quality and durability to provide the
best version of each drum element. For years I have
been passionate about knowing about materials,
construction, design and manufacture of everything
related to our instrument, and today it is a fact; Today
I can learn more and improve these aspects together
with a team of excellent professionals and better
people. DRUM DOCTOR SERVICE, always at the service
of the drummer!
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